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Abstract— In Mobile ad hoc networks, nodes adverse with 

each other and move dynamically in network, making them 

vulnerable to numerous kinds of attacks. One attack is the 

Black hole attack dignified to be the most fatal attack since it 

blobs all the packets received by it. In this paper a new 

procedure to detect and prevent the black hole attacks has 

been projected and is simulated in Ns2.35. The proposed 

scheme is examined on the basis of throughput, packet 

delivery ratio and energy consumption. The proposed 

scheme outstripped the existing technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are self-sufficient and 

rationalized wireless systems. MANETs incorporate of 

mobile nodes that are acceptable to move in and out in the 

network. Nodes are the manoeuvres that are mobile and that 

subsidise in the networks such as phone, laptop, PDA, MP3 

player and PC. These nodes are dexterous to arrange 

themselves and due to this exclusive ability, they can be 

located urgently without the need of any organisation. 

Wormhole attack, Black hole attack, Sybil attack, flooding 

attack, routing table excess attack, DOS, self-regarding node 

mischievous, imitation attack are kind of attacks that a 

MANET can mourn from. The route creation is 

accomplished with the help of routing protocols such as 

AODV, DSR etc. The impish nodes like Blackhole or 

Grayhole nodes tend to drop the data sachets coming to 

them. This hints to loss of evidence which is meant for 

useful purposes. In order to detect the Black Hole attack a 

new technique has been proposed. The projected scheme 

will be analysed on the basis of Throughput, Packet 

Delivery Ratio and Energy Consumption. 

 
Fig .1: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Architecture 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Detecting and avoiding of Worm Hole Attack and 

collaborative Black Hole Attack on MANET using Trusted 

AODV Routing Algorithm by Arya, Neeraj; Singh, Upendra; 

Singh, Sushma; (2015) 

In this paper, supportive black hole and wormhole attack is 

presented. In this, two nasty nodes generate a tunnel and 

referred as Wormhole attack. This paper standing on 

distinguishing and absconding of Wormhole attack and 

collaborative black hole attack using persistent AODV 

routing algorithm. In routing, group of black hole nodes can 

just attack in the MANET and is mentioned as concerted 

attack. The other Black hole attack, in this two conspire 

nodes far apart are linked to each other with a tunnel giving 

dint that they are neighbours. One of these nodes admits 

RREQ and packets from the organization and sends it to the 

other node by tunnel. When this link is recognized, the 

attackers transfer messages and data packets through the 

wormhole tunnel and drib all the packets.  

B. Dynamic Source Routing under Attacks by Abdelshafy, 

M. A.; King, Peter, J. B. (2015) 

In MANET routing protocols, all nodes schlep without 

making problem in the operation. Large number of attacks 

excludes MANET. DSR is a famous MANET routing 

protocol that does not establish security to messages. In this 

paper, author articulated about the presentation of both DSR 

and its flow state in the being of Black hole, Gray hole, 

Selfish and flooding attacks. All attacks surge the end to end 

delay. The spiteful node can take off source and destination 

address and spawn fake routing packets. In flooding attack, 

jamming comes in the network as wicked node floods the 

network with RREQs and organization will not be able to 

send data packets. In black hole attack, vindictive nodes 

cover the system traffic and fall all packets. In a selfish 

attack, wicked node saves the resources and does not 

collaborate in the network operation. In a Grayhole attack, 

nasty node turns as a steady node. Paper contains 

boundaries, throughput, end to end delay, defeating 

overhead, Route discovery potential and sent data packets.  

C. Defending against Collaborative Attacks by Malicious 

nodes in MANETs: A Cooperative Bait Detection Approach 

by Jian-Ming Chan;Po-Chun Tsou; Woungang, I.; Han 

Chieh Chao (2015) 

This paper expressed about MANET that it delivers 

announcement among nodes and should co-operate with 

each other. Malicious nodes can be excluded or detected 

launching Gray hole and black hole is a task. This paper 

decides this issue by DSR based routing mechanism, which 

is infamous as CBDS, that combines the benefits of 

proactive and reactive defense architectures. Simulation 

consequences are there showing the presence of malicious 

node attacks, CBDS achieve better than DSR, 2ACK, and 

best effort fault-tolerant routing protocols. CBDS is an 

enlightening system. In a routing path, it gets all the 

statements of nodes from source to destination. The CBDS 

system includes three things: initial bait step, initial reverse 

tracing step and the lifted to reactive defense step.  

D. Mitigation of Byzantine attack using Enhanced 

Cooperative Bait Detection and Prevention Scheme by 

sharma, R.; Grover, J. (2015) 

In this paper, author conferred about the assemblies of 

MANET and optimization of CBDS procedure to check 
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Byzantine attacks in MANET. Results are linked on the 

basis of Throughput, PDR and Energy Consumption. The 

ECBDPS plaid attacks from interrupting data from reaching 

its destination and permits of attack are done on basis of 

symptoms. An acquisitive node work alone between the 

sender and the receiver. Byzantine attack encompasses the 

features like directing circles within the nodules with no 

definite end, transfer parcel resolved non ideal way and 

explicitly releasing of packets. The mechanism of ECBDSP 

uses an algorithm in which nodes are stimulated and 

communication between them takes place. Node will 

comprehensively choose an address of its neighbour node. 

The restrictions used for CBDS and ECBDSP are 

Throughput, Packet delivery ratio and Energy ingestion.  

E. An Assessment based approach to detect Blackhole 

Attack in MANET by Pooja; Chauhan, R.K.s (2015) 

In this paper, MANETs has inflated venerated popularity in 

networking. MANETs are self-prepared, self-organised and 

self-managed grids. Because of these appearances MANETs 

are unique. This paper signs the effects of Black hole 

Attacks on the link presentation. Hint constructed 

Probabilistic Routing Protocol is used to recommend a local 

utility function to perceive Black hole nodes. Alteration 

between the nonappearance and presence of Black hole is 

done with the help of recital mediums like packet drop, 

packet delivered throughput and directly above ratio in the 

network. ONE simulator is used to employment the 

algorithm. There are so many simulator archetypes in ONE 

that is Movement models. It is discrete as Shortest path map 

established movement model, Random way point movement 

model and Cluster based movement model.  

F. A Novel Blackhole Attack for multipath AODV and its 

Mitigation by Dutta, Chaitali Biswas; and Bitwas, Utpal; 

(2014) 

AODV is a routing protocol used in wireless sensor 

organizations. It is a colonial protocol which inaugurations a 

route between source and destination. If the path is irregular 

then a new path is created and that is baptised as multipath 

AODV. Many directions are formed between source and 

destination nodes in single route detection. Multipath 

AODV accomplishes better than the single path AODV. If 

one path is flawless by the black hole attack then source 

node can have the other path. In this paper, the author 

predicted a new type of black hole attack by targeting 

multipath AODV. The author also planned IDS to perceive 

the proposed energy aware black hole attack. Blackhole is 

the denial of service attack. A nasty node places itself into a 

direction using false hop count. When packets are being 

relocated, they are liberated leading to DOS. In this author 

used recital metrics, Packet delivery ratio, End to end delay 

and power.  

G. Blackhole Attack Detection and Prevention by Real time 

Monitoring by Kshirsagar, Durgesh; and Patil, Ashwini; 

(2013) 

This paper emphases on that Adhoc is a temporary network 

for sharing the data among nodes. Blackhole attack drops all 

packets that to be permitted to its neighbouring node. In this 

paper, author recommends a method to detect and avert the 

Blackhole attack by Real time monitoring. Adhoc ODV 

routing protocol is used here. As author expressed that real 

time observing is used to detect malicious node, so when 

source node want to direct the data it will send the RREQ 

packet. Later an in-between node will check that it have the 

way to destination or not. If yes then it will direct the RREP 

packet. The neighbouring lumps have two counters that are 

fcount and rcount used for counting the onward packets and 

the received packets. When black node is prominent, 

neighbour node takes advantage to advise all nodes in the 

network and relay a packet called MALNOT. MALNOT 

contains packet type, vindictive detector id, malicious id, 

destination id, life time and time stamp. 

III. EXISTING SCHEME 

In [3] the initial bait step is recycled to detect the malicious 

nodes in the network. In this the neighbor of the source 

lump is randomly chosen as the bait destination address to 

forward the Route Request messages in the grid. For the 

nodes that had retorted to the bait destination address, the 

reverse tracing step is accomplished, in which sachets is sent 

over the path in which alleged nodes are present. If the 

nodes drop the packets sent to them, then those will be 

detected as malevolent. Then the route discovery phase of 

DSR is activated to find route to original destination node. 

This second time announcement of the Route Request 

messages again tends to devour time causing the delay. This 

perceives the nodes but it results in the larger delay ensuing 

from broadcasting of the route demand packets more than 

once in the network to detect the malevolent nodes. Our 

proposed work aims at distinguishing the malicious black 

hole nodes so that delay is abridged and performance of the 

network is increased. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

The source node onwards the Route Request messages in the 

web to find route to destination node. The route request is 

directed to find a route to innovative destination but not to 

the bait destination node. The radio range communication 

for all the lumps is assumed as 250 meters. When the Route 

to the destination is originate, next phase is the Route reply 

phase. When source node accepts the Route reply message, 

it will have Reply from the black hole nodes. If the node has 

replied to the source node suing the route to the destination 

node, and its distance from the endpoint is more than the 

Radio communication range then source node puts the node 

in the suspected list. For all the nodes in the suspected list, 

source node will simply reject their Replies. The source will 

refer test packets to these nodes, if these nodes drop the 

packets then their replies will be rejected. The source node 

will indicate another path to send data to the destination 

node. 
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V. RESULT 

A. Packet Drop 

 
Fig. 2: Packet Drop 

B. Throughput 

 
Fig. 3: Throughput 

C. Packet Delivery Ratio 

 
Fig. 4: Packet Delivery Ratio 

D. Energy 

 
Fig. 5: Energy 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed work accessible in this study aimed at 

detecting the black hole nodes in mobile ad hoc grids and 

reducing the packet loss caused by them. Existing scheme 

(cooperative bait detection approach) detected the nasty 

nodes in the network by forwarding test packets to them. 

The suggested scheme as well as existing scheme has been 

simulated on NS2.35 and the results were investigated on 

the basis of packet drops, packet delivery ratio, throughput 

and energy consumption. The packet delivery ratio for the 

proposed scheme is found to be 0.72 while for the existing 

structure its value was found 0.4.This improvement is 

attributed to the fact that in the planned scheme most of the 

malicious nodes which have replied back to source node 

demanding shortest path to destination would get detected if 

their distance from destination is more than their 

communication range. Since number of packet drops gets 

abridged, this increases the value for throughput also. The 

value for the throughput for the projected scheme is found at 

250 Kbps whilst for the existing scheme it was 52Kbps. 

Thus it is fairly determined that the proposed scheme has 

successfully detected and prevented the malicious black hole 

nodes in the web and also reduced the packets dropped in 

the web.  
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